DSI News & Events

ABD Society Lunch & Learn
Davidson Machine Learning Group Social
An Introduction to PySpark for Big Data Analytics
GlyphEd Training
SQL Saturday - Fall 2019

Analytics & Big Data Society's Signature Series
Speaker Line Up
Tim Eisenmann - American Tire Distributors
Blair Primis - Orthocarolina
Carolina Salge - Wake Forest University
Christian Sassano - Red Ventures
Mary Ann Priester - Mecklenburg County

When: May 23rd 2019, 4:30 - 7:00 pm
Where: NASCAR Hall of Fame
400 East Martin Luther King Junior Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28202

DSI Alumni
Reach out to us!
- Interested in hiring DSI talent...
- Interested in publishing your work...
Opportunity

Director, Clinical Informatics Program at National Association of Community Health centers

Director, Health Care Research, Evaluation and Performance Improvement at Blue Cross Blue Shield

Summer Internship/Part-time at Sports Business Journal

What would you like in Data Science Lab at UNCC? (This is your chance to be heard & decide)

HIRE DSI STUDENTS

Davidson Machine Learning Group Social

This is an informal social to mingle with other members and Machine Learning enthusiasts - no presentation.

Group social will be at Summit Coffee (out back or upstairs if the weather is bad) - come hang out, meet colleagues, and discuss all things Machine Learning/AI in this informal social event.

When: May 21st, 2019 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Where: Summit Coffee, 128 S Main St · Davidson, NC

The Power of Electric Snakes! An Introduction to PySpark for Big Data Analytics

Big Data Analytics is becoming a major priority for more organizations every day. However, traditional Hadoop skills are still difficult to find, expensive to hire, and time-consuming to train. In this introductory session, we'll see how it is easy to get started with Big Data Analytics using Spark and Python. We'll learn how to perform standard analytical tasks, like creating RDDs and Data Frames, transforming columns and creating aggregations. Be sure to bring your rubber suits, because we'll be playing with lightning...snakes.

When: June 4th 2019, 5:30 - 7:30pm
Where: Microsoft Office, 8055 Microsoft Way, Charlotte, NC 28273